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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7061 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
Issues resolved 
 
Linear Issues 
 
20715: The detail information printout of Kammer Multi-Z now shows possible solid size. 
 
20579: For Valtek GS valves, if Logix 3200, XL or Beta positioners are selected, the 
number of gauges is defaulted to 1. 
 
20636: Bellows are enabled for selection and sizing at Singapore site. 
 
15038: New soft seat material ‘Filled PCTFE’ is added to FlowTop / FlowPro. Rules are 
also updated for the same material. 
 
20883: The Valve Size field is removed for Kammer actuator sub. This eliminated the 
incorrect stroke issue.  
 
20927: A user reported that while actuator sizing, P!Nxt sizing screen displayed 
‘Standard’ spring while the Actuator Sizing dialog displayed ‘Dual’ spring. This issue is 
resolved.  
 
20779: The Seat loading calculation algorithm is updated for Mark One, Mark 100 and 
Mark 200 valve models. 
 
20685: For Kammer Multi-Z, based on the size and pressure class, the trim stages are 
now picked correctly from Multi Z support table. 
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20637: Severe Service Type III trim is added for SmallFlow 385000. 
 
20033: Multi-Z algorithm to choose number of stages has been updated. Now, corrected 
stages are available for selection based on the size and pressure class. 
 
20843: Rules are updated for bolting material in Deep Cryo implementation. 
 
20804: A user reported that after selecting Valtek Bellows with Mark One, the bellows 
were getting blocked. This issue is resolved. 
 
20957: The following changes are implemented for FlowAct:  
a) If Available Air Supply is entered greater than 87psi, following message is displayed. 

Maximum available air supply is greater than allowable supply pressure! 
Maximum allowable air supply pressure: 6 bar / 87psi 

b) Actuator force are now checked against the maximum allowable stem force 
 
19253: The CV table printout for Kammer Multi-Z now displays correct pressure class. 
 
20781: For Mark Series products, the Plug and Seat Ring hard facing options are now 
available for selection with 316H SS trim material. 
 
20783: Brewery trim is made available for selection with gas applications when noise 
value is less than 85 DBA. For noise levels above 85DBA, this trim is blocked.  
 
 
Rotary Issues 
 
20533: Trunion Mounted Ball Valve (TMBV) is configured in Performance!Nxt. This On-
Off valve, aligned with Pre-Engineered Valve (PEV) stock is available for selection. This 
on-off valve does not required sizing.  
 
20790: Some more changes have been implemented for MaxFlo 4 after its inclusion in 
Performance!Nxt. These changes are as following: 
1. When Seat=Hardened, Seat Ring and Plug materials are defaulted to 316L w/Alloy 6 
2. PN63 is available for all DIN sizes. 
3. Set Flange Facing to “Form B1” for all Pressure Rating 10, 16, 25, 40. Set Flange 

Facing to “Form B2” for Pressure Rating PN 63. 
 
21018: Finish value is defaulted to 3.2-12.5µm for MaxFlo4 DIN with pressure rating PN 
10-40. For PN63 rating, the finish value is defaulted to 0.8 – 3.2 µm. 
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20719: The Air Supply pressure rule is set for VR Cylinder on all springs. The rules is 
when supply pressure is less than 80 psi, P!Nxt should display message ‘Less than 80 
psi’ and if the supply pressure is greater than or equal to 80 psi, P!Nxt should display 
message ‘Greater than or equal to 80 psi’. Earlier this rule was applicable for Dual Spring 
only. 
 
21040: The MaxFlo 4 CV values are printed correctly for 6" and 8" valve sizes. 
 
 
Actuator & Accessory Issues 
 
20940: Logix 500+ series positioner is now available for selection with Hazardous 
Location value ‘TR CU –Russia’. Earlier it was rule blocked for same. 
 
18959: Accessories can now be selected at project level and hence applied to every 
record under the same project. 
 
18960: Remarks can now be selected at project level and hence applied to every record 
under the same project. 
 
20767: The Linear Actuator Revamp Phase II is implemented in Performance!Nxt. This 
phase includes revamping for 3-way Valve Act sizing and K-bellows equation. 
 
 
User Interface Issues 

 
17428: Warnings are displayed properly with appropriate color codes if the user hovers 
mouse over the actuator size or spring in Sizing screen. 
 
20818: Users can now select same Fail action and Air action in the Sizing screen. This 
can be done by unchecking or deselection the ‘Use FP rule’ option in actuator details of 
sizing screen. 
 
19229: It is now possible to size multiple valve models simultaneously by using the ‘Valve 
Comparison’ option. This option is now access controlled and will be provided to the user 
after proper training is given. 
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18926: A new feature ‘Valve Comparison – GDE’ is added to P!Nxt. This feature enables 
users to size all selected valves (MK1, MF3, Valdisk, etc) simultaneously and compare 
the same. 
 
17919: In ITP, user are now able to select of more than one options under Agencies.  
 
20871: An issue about mass update using report builder is resolved. The issue was that 
instead of updating records, the application created revisions and lost information on 
original valve.  
 
20800: The results of Search / Sort can be extracted as a report by using the Report 
Builder functionality. Also, the results can be exported, copied or printed. 
 
 
Application Issues 
 
20559: A user reported the revisions comparison did not show the change in the stem 
guide and lower guide although the change happened while revising the record. This 
issue is resolved. 
 
20904: A user reported that exporting of parts list to .ple file created duplicates of some 
parts. This issue is resolved. 
 
20958: The issue of extra time consumption in check box selection of line items after 
sorting is resolved. Now, all records can be selected within fractions of second. 
 
20935: After a user sorted line items/records by line no and created revision on a Tag no, 
the selection was not retained in Valve Manager. This issue is fixed. 
 
21047: A user reported P!Nxt program crashed with certain process conditions and 
deleted the valve records. This issue is resolved. 
 
21049: The issue of printing only two pages with additional comments is resolved.  
 
20893: The CV values displayed in "View all conditions" dialog were different than the 
values shown in sizing screen and spec sheet. This issue is resolved. 
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20934: A user reported that while importing 2 dbs with same Customer Name but 2 
different Projects, the first project information was getting lost. This issue is resolved and 
now both project informations are retained. 
 
21006: A user reported that while calculating ”Flow”, ”P1” and ”P2”, the KV values were 
changing. This issue is resolved. Now, on recalculating, KV values do not change and 
are retained as entered by the user. 
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7060 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


